Rating descriptions

1.0 - These players need to work most on developing their hand/eye coordination. They frequently miss the ball entirely, but can hit some of the slower balls with their forehand. They have a hard time playing games because they can’t keep a rally going.

1.5 - These players keep some short rallies going with their forehand, but still fail to return easy balls frequently and occasionally still miss the ball entirely. They have played a few games and know the basic rules of the game.

2.0 - These players are learning to judge where the ball is going, but can sustain a short rally with players of equal ability. They have obvious weaknesses in most of their strokes.

2.5 - These players are able to keep quite a few balls going with their forehands, make most easy volleys, and are beginning to make some backhands but need to work more on developing their strokes. They are thinking more about coming up to the non-volley zone to hit volleys and are making an effort to be more aggressive.

3.0 - These players are fairly consistent when hitting medium-paced shots, but are not comfortable with all strokes and lack control when trying for direction, depth, or power on their shots. They are beginning to attempt lobs and dinks but don’t fully understand when and why they should use them and don’t have a lot of success with them.

3.5 - These players have achieved improved stroke dependability with directional control on most medium speed balls and some harder hit balls. They still need to develop more depth and variety with their shots, but are exhibiting more aggressive net play, are anticipating their opponent's shots better, and are developing teamwork in doubles.

4.0 - These players have dependable strokes, including directional control and depth on both forehand and backhand sides with most shots. They can use lobs, overheads, approach shots and volleys with some success and occasionally force errors when serving. Rallies may be lost due to impatience. Teamwork in doubles is evident. They know the rules of the game and can play by them.

4.5 - These players have developed their use of power and spin, can successfully execute all shots, can control the depth of their shots, and can handle pace. They have sound footwork and they move well enough to get to the non-volley zone whenever required. They understand strategy and can adjust their style of play according to their opponent’s strengths and weaknesses and their position on the court. They can hit serves with power and accuracy and can also vary the speed and spin of the serve if desired.

5.0 - These players have all the skills of the 4.5 players, but have either developed these same skills to a higher level or are simply quicker and/or stronger than the 4.5 group of players.
Early registration runs from November 8, 2014 - January 5, 2015 at 4:00 PM.

Early registrants are guaranteed an event t-shirt.

Late registration is from January 6, 2015 - January 19, 2015 at 4:00 PM.

There will be a Thursday evening open court practice, January 23 from 5-8pm

Each Division/level needs at least 4 teams to be able to play, levels may be combined if necessary, players affected will be notified prior to any changes.

All mail-in entries are determined by postmark - no exceptions!

Tournament packets and T-shirts will be available for pick-up the first day of the tournament between 7:00 am and 8:00 am. Also available during Thursday night practice and Saturday morning for mixed doubles teams @ 7:30am.

Play will begin with a round robin bracket, which will seed teams for the single elimination tourney.

Tournament begins each day at 8:30am and finishes once all rounds are played.

Teams with mixed skill levels will play at the level of the highest teammate.

The fee is $25.00 per player, add $10.00 per player for additional divisions.

Self rating descriptions are on the back of this registration form. If you are unsure of your level, please ask a more experienced player to assist in self rating.

Women's Doubles
- 2.5 level
- 3.0 level
- 3.5 level
- 4.0 level
- 4.5 level
- 5.0 level

Men's Doubles
- 2.5 level
- 3.0 level
- 3.5 level
- 4.0 level
- 4.5 level
- 5.0 level

Mixed Doubles
- 2.5 level
- 3.0 level
- 3.5 level
- 4.0 level
- 4.5 level
- 5.0 level

E.P. “Tom” Sawyer State Park holds the right to adjust levels of players based on previous performances, or combine levels if need be, based on registration numbers. Players affected will be contacted before any changes are made.

Registration Fee (First Division) $25.00
Additional Divisions: $10.00
Total Entry Fee $25.00
(there is a $3.00 extra fee for t-shirt size XXL and XXXL)

4th Annual Pickleball Tournament